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A MESSAGE FROM YOUR PRESIDENT
A YEAR IN REVIEW

By Susan Flanagan

I

f this pandemic has taught WANL
members anything, it’s that the organization knows how to pivot. Office
staff and the board of directors learned
quickly how to present an entirely virtual AGM in November 2020. The Pitch
the Publisher session, in particular, welcomed more participants than ever before
and its virtual format opened the door to
writers living in all parts of the province.
This is when my term as president of
the board began. With solid support from
former president Kelley Power and Executive Director Jen Winsor, I reviewed
WANL’s strategic plan to see how I could
potentially contribute and move the organization forward.
A NEW FACE FOR THE FUTURE
Knowing Jen, and Member Services
Coordinator Wendy Rose, had perfected
the delivery of online workshops, master classes, virtual contests and Ask Me
Anything sessions, I decided, during the
first months of 2021, to apply for and
secure funding from the Atlantic Canada
Opportunities Agency (ACOA) and the
Province of Newfoundland and Labrador
4
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to rebrand WANL to WritersNL. Not to
disregard the history of the fantastic organization built by writers before us, but to
align with other provincial organizations
like ArtsNL, MusicNL, and TechNL, so
people can more readily recognize what
we do: offer support to writers in all stages of their careers.
As of this writing, the rebranding ad-hoc committee is awaiting first
drafts of a new logo from Vivid Communications, the successful bidder on
the Request for Proposals for the rebranding project. We hope to unveil a
new logo, revamped website, and social media presence in the near future.

of in representing WANL is the organization pays all its artists and still
manages to offer free programming.
A VERY GOOD YEAR
This year Scott Bartlett and Kenneth
and Jacqui Tam led workshops for independently-published authors and Phoebe
Wang presented a BIPOC workshop
called Building Working Relationships
with Black, Indigenous, and writers of
colour to educate our current membership base regarding equity, diversity, and
anti-racism in our literary community. As
of October 2021, WANL is offering BIPOC members free membership for up
to five years to ensure they have a voice in
what direction the Alliance takes moving
forward.
I am also proud we can be serious,
but know how to have fun as well.

KEEPIN’ ON, KEEPIN’ ON
In the meantime, WANL continues to
offer virtual programming to ensure our
offerings were
accessible to all
members. The
fact the office has
“MY WISH IS TO LEAVE A STRONG BOARD
been closed for
a year-and-a half
OF DIRECTORS WHICH ... MAKES LIFE
has not stopped
Jen and Wendy
BETTER FOR ALL THOSE
from excelling
at their work; in NEWFOUNDLANDERS AND LARBADORIANS
fact, they may
WHO ARE EXCITED BY THE
be doing an even
better job than
PRINTED WORD.”
before. I am
proud to say this
year, the board
voted to give Jen
a much-deserved raise and make Wendy Wendy Rose’s summer Haikus sent out
full-time. Be it getting the word out on so- over social media saw an overwhelming
cial media about workshops, smoothing number of participants, and the Summer
conflicts, linking mentees with mentors, Writing Contest for youth invited writers
and continuing to offer the ever-popular under the age of 30 send in short passages
manuscript evaluation program, Jen and based upon a text message, pairing the
Wendy have done such a good job during popularity of instant messaging with our
the past year, our membership has grown shared love of creative writing.
from about 300 to 400 members.
One of the things I am proudest

ALWAYS IMPROVING
As I wrap up my term as
president, I would like to
thank all the members of the
board who helped me, especially with board policy and
procedures, legalities, and inclusivity. I have seen first hand
the hard work you do leading
committees and making sure
the entire province has representation in the Alliance. I
have great admiration for you,
as well as those who have filled
these roles in the past and
those still to come.
My wish is to leave a
strong board of directors,
which questions policies in
a respectful manner, and
makes life better for all those
Newfoundlanders and Labradorians who
are excited by the printed word.
SIGNING OFF
Finally, I would like to thank all of you
reading this for showing your support to
the writing community of Newfoundland
and Labrador by continuing your membership in this great organization. Even
if you are now a successful writer at the
peak of your career, your membership
and involvement on the board is testament you believe in the services WANL
offers and is greatly appreciated by those
who are still learning the craft. May your
next writing project bring you great joy
and a sense of accomplishment. If you
have any questions, feel free to get in
touch with the office or a member of the
board. We are here to help.
Susan Flanagan has been a freelance journalist in St. John’s for more than 30 years. Her
first two novels, The Degrees of Barley Lick
(Running the Goat) and Supermarket Baby
(Flanker), were both released in 2021.

President Susan Flanagan signs a book on the Port au Port Peninsula

WHAT YOU’VE DONE
Here are examples of some of the other workshops offered in this last year:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Writing Commercially Successful Fiction
with Author Robert J. Sawyer
Patterns Make Poems: Poetry Craft
with Andreae Callanan
Writing and Illustrating for Children
with Dawn Baker And Sam Baker
Understanding the Publishing Path
with Kenneth Tam And Jacqui Tam
Build Your Own Adventure
with Novelist Caighlan Smith
Podcasting and Audiobooks for Beginners
with Sarah Thompson
Dynamic & Intersectional Writing for Social Media
with Susan Kelsey
Writing Features for Magazines and Newspapers
with Amanda Bulman (for Youth)
Writing Who You Don’t Know
with Sharon Bala
Social Media and Marketing in the Age of Covid-19
with Samantha Fitzpatrick
From Page to Stage to Screen – How to Sell or Adapt a Work:
with Joel Thomas Hynes, Lois Brown, Des Walsh and Candace
Osmond, facilitated by Andi Bulman
WORD
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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

CLICKING TO CONNECT : HOW TO BE SOCIAL ON SOCIAL MEDIA
work and get others excited about what industry, news about writers you love, or
By Alisha Morrissey
they do. This is how writers of all stripes those juicy, juicy memes.
h, Facebook. TikTok. Twitter. should be using social media. So, here are
This is how we writers waste time the best practices to get engagement on
between doing the actual work. your author soMemes and book recommendations and cial media pages.
birthday greetings … Oh my!
Social media is the tab we all click to MAKE A PLAN
Create a plan
when we hit a block or get distracted, but
you
can stick
that’s the least effective way to use social
to.
Specifically,
media as an author.
reasonable
I’ve written in this space before how I a
number
of posts
AM a writer, but not a traditional author
you’ll
write
or essayist. As a copywriter, I write evand get out per
ery day, sometimes doubling or tripling
week. Three to
the word counts of my author and editor five per week is
friends and family. Even if my writing is pretty common,
vastly different from the narrative arcs and not so much
and three-act structures of these incred- work that it will
ible working writers, we do the same work take time from
with the same goal in many ways - trying what you should
to elicit an emotional reaction in the per- be writing.
In addition,
son reading what we’ve written.
Sure, my work is business-focused create two or three types, or categories, CREATE A VOICE AND STICK TO IT
Keep things consistent. If you’re a hublog posts, eschewing the benefits of the of posts to share. For example Promomour
writer, your voice should be humortional
Posts:
which
could
cover
anything
business in a brochure, or whittling down
ous.
Drama?
Embrace it. Be dramatic.
a long message into a billboard space. from promoting your book, to snippets of
Fantasy
writers
include plenty of dragon
One of the things I find myself writing on your work, to events you’ll be reading at;
a daily basis, however, is advice. Specifi- Writing Related Posts: memes, jokes, imagery. Keep your voice and your aucally, marketing and social media plans, or stories about writing; and/or Industry dience in mind when you write anything
helping businesses tell the stories of their News: information about the publishing online.

A
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BE SOCIAL ON SOCIAL MEDIA
The best tip I can give anyone when using social media - from a publishing company to parachute manufacturer - is to be
social on social media. There’s a formula,
called 5:3:1, which is proven to grow
your following.
The concept is simple: Find a social
media page you like. Like or heart five of
their posts. Comment on three of them
with genuine interest. You should get one
new follower.
ADD VALUE
Always be sharing things of value. Mediocre posts without much emotion or
information don’t get much engagement,
so when you share, include links to things
your readers want to connect with, offer
advice, give previews of your next book.
For every post I write, I ask these questions:

•
•

Does this post solve a problem?
Does this post entertain?

•

Can I tag anyone or anything?

If I can’t answer these questions, I edit
to make sure it does.
CHECK YOUR INSIGHTS
Sure, this is the boring part, but you
can learn so much from the statistics.
Learn what your readers like best, what
keeps them interested, and then you can
make smarter choices about when, what,
and how to post.
BE SMART WITH HASHTAGS
Hashtags help you reach people outside your immediate circle - especially
on Instagram and TikTok. Researching
appropriate tags and what tags your au-

dience searches regularly. Choose tags
with between 30,000 to 200,000 posts;
any more and your post will get lost in the
mix, any less and the hashtag isn’t popular
enough to be seen much.
FINAL THOUGHTS
Social media may seem like a waste
of time, or it may be how you’re wasting
your time. Either way, remember every
social media post, photo, or video you
post is an opportunity to connect with another reader. Post wisely and good luck!

Alisha Morrissey is an award-winning professional writer, making money from words for more
than 15 years. She started out in journalism and has worked in public policy, public relations,
corporate communications, and marketing, making her writing as diverse as the people she
works with. She is currently the Copy Director at Rogue Penguin Creative.

MEMOIRIST AND NOVELIST

Ida Linehan Young
AUTHOR OF AN AWARD WINNING
NEWFOUNDLAND HISTORICAL FICTION SERIES

WORD
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INKPOD: ALL ABOUT
THE STORIES
A NEW WAY TO GET WRITING NEWS FROM WANL

John’s for her non-fiction book Rock Paper Sex: The Oldest Profession in Canapodcast - WANL has one. And da’s Oldest City.
there’s a bunch of episodes
Former Writers’ Alliance President,
available, for free, for your Kelley Power hosts the second episode
listening pleasure right now.
with award winning author Trudy MorLaunched in late 2019, Inkpod is gan-Cole. They discuss engageone of Newfoundland and Labrador’s ment with various platforms for
growing podcasts featuring authors, self-expression off the traditional
editors, publishers, and educators. Led page.
by a volunteer committee of WANL
Founder of Engen Books,
members, Inkpod covers a wide range Matthew LeDrew discusses writing
and publishing genre fiction with
author Andrew Peacock in episode
three.
Author and concert artist Tonia
Evans Cianciulli discusses
co-writing with her grandfather and persisting as an
artist during an isolating
pandemic with author
Carolyn Parsons in episode four.
Episode five features Dr. Vicki Hallett, author and professor of gender studies as she discusses the role of gender
in historical memory and how to ensure parity of under-represented communities.
of topics important
The most recent episode highlights a new author and
to writers, including
winner of NL Reads 2021 Emily Hepditch’s debut novel and
the writing process,
her Hepditch method of writing.
learning the craft, publishing, and
marketing. It also aims to share advice,
PLAY IT BY EAR
news, and inspiration to current and
And there are several other episodes in the queue. If you
aspiring writers across the province.
hit the subscribe button, you’ll be treated to future episodes
with mystery writer, actor (and former Hepditch mentor),
STOP, LOOK, AND LISTEN
Alexis Koetting and an episode featuring two of the racialized
Need more convincing to check Inkpod?
writers from the recent collection of stories Us, Now. As well,
Well, here’s a sneak peek of what’s available
our very next episode will be a recording from the Admiralty
for download right now:
House Communications Museum discussing the partnership
In the inaugural episode, Executive Dibetween the Writers’ Alliance, the Museum and Arts Mount
rector of the Writers’ Alliance speaks with
Pearl.
author, poet Kerri Cull as she shares her
While our Inkpod episodes are ‘interview based,’ these are
experience researching the sex trade in St.

A
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By Jay McGrath

very much conversations, often informal
and impromptu by nature, between people passionate about the art of writing.
The strength of these conversations is in
bringing out an authentic, and sometimes
raw, side of the participants, providing an
opportunity for listeners to connect with
them in a time where many of us have a
need to feel more connected.
NOW, HEAR THIS
Inkpod is available (once again, it is
free), wherever you get your podcasts,
including Apple Podcasts, Spotify, and
Amazon Music. You can also listen to the
episodes by visiting the Writers’ Alliance
website at https://wanl.ca/podcast/
Join our growing community of
listeners – some are local followers
and some are listeners as far away as
Australia – as we continue to explore
the art of storytelling through intimate
conversations, because, after all, at
Inkpod it really is all about the stories.

“THE STRENGTH OF THESE CONVERSATIONS IS IN
BRINGING OUT AN AUTHENTIC,
AND SOMETIMES RAW SIDE
OF THE PARTICIPANTS, PROVIDING
AN OPPORTUNITY FOR LISTENERS TO
CONNECT WITH THEM IN A TIME
WHERE MANY OF US HAVE
A NEED TO FEEL MORE CONNECTED.”

Jay McGrath is originally from Branch, and currently resides in Mount Pearl. He is one of the
hosts of the Writers’ Alliance podcast Inkpod. He is also an aspiring writer who has just completed, and is pitching, his first novel.

From the author whose books are

LAUNCHING TO THE MOON

with NASA and SpaceX on Peregrine Mission One
Comes a more traditional book launch
watch stores for

Desolate
by

Carolyn R Parsons

The Forbidden Dreams of Betsy Elliott author jumps genres with a
speculative fiction novel that explores the question...

"what if it happened here?"

www.writersonthemoon.com

WORD 2022
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www.carolynrparsons.ca

TAKE THE OPTION TO EVALUATE
WEIGHED AND MEASURED - THE VALUE OF CRITISISM
By Kelley Power

program was available free to members as
part of a suite of COVID-19 support the
t took me a while to get up the nerve
organization has offered since 2020.
to submit my writing for a manuMy evaluator was Paul Butler, author
script evaluation. I’d had friends and
of several critically acclaimed novels. Paul
family read my stories, gone in for some
has been reviewing manuscripts as part of
this program for close to 20
beta reading (all of which I
years. The feedback he gave
recommend as great ways to
me was specific, delivered
get feedback on your work).
gracefully, and with a fellow
The overall gentle reviews
writer’s awareness of the vul“WRITERS SPEND SO MUCH TIME IN THIER HEADS,
were not too bruising to my
nerability of opening one’s
writer’s ego. Evaluation, on
IT’S NOT ONLY REFRESHING, BUT NECESSARY
work up to critique. I came out
the other hand, conjured
TO TAKE A LOOK AT WHAT OTHER PEOPLE ARE DOING
the other side of the evaluation
memories of sitting sweatyfeeling like he’d given me a
AND TAKE PART IN THIER CREATIVE PROCESS.”
palmed in the boss’ office
boost to snag a delicious treat
while she combed through
off a high shelf I couldn’t reach
-- PAUL BUTLER, AUTHOUR
my work looking for the tion my own (yes, that treat was
niest nits of inadequacy. At
the literary embodiment of
least, that’s what it felt like
Hawkins Cheezies).
the first time I had a perA POSITIVE EXPERIENCE
formance assessment. In
Hawkins Cheezies and getting more exHaving had a positive experience, I
retrospect, these year-in-review meetings ercise was good for me. The dietary war is
started
this article out of a desire to enstill
being
waged,
but
I
did
find
the
gumpwere more about constructive suggescourage
other writers to submit their
tions than nit-picking. Being scrutinized tion to submit a sample of the manuscript
work
for
professional evaluation and
was unpleasant but, I admit, necessary for to the Writers’ Alliance’s manuscript excerpt evaluation service earlier this year. embrace the benefits of having a trained
improvement.
The excerpt version of this long-running eye examine their writing. I realized,

I

NECESSARY EVIL
I knew a manuscript I had written
could benefit from the similarly uncomfortable but necessary evil of an editor’s
experienced eye. Knew it in the painful,
inconvenient way I knew eating fewer

Editing doesn’t
have to be scary
Nervously diving into your first or latest book?
Fervently avoiding all those mind-numbing tasks that are an evil but essential
part of your writing practice?

Help is here!
I’ll work with you to fight off those demons (e.g., drafts, marketing issues and
punctuation problems) that are keeping you awake at night.

To make this even less frightening...
I offer a complimentary chapter edit or project review to get things started.
c.filice@writetotheend.ca
709-426-0507
writetotheend.ca
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From pen to page to public, let's Write to the End.

Substantive, structural,
stylistic, and copy editing
Rewriting
Manuscript evaluation
Ghost writing
Website review/writing
Business blogs and articles
Biographies/Memoirs
Novels/Poetry

however, the outcomes for me were only
one half of the manuscript evaluationexperience. What about the evaluator?
The program offers an income stream for
writers who have the expertise to serve as
evaluators, and that in itself is a reason for
a writer to become involved, but is there
value beyond the pay? I went back to Paul
Butler for his insights.
THE EVALUATOR
“Writers spend so much time in their
heads, it’s not only refreshing but necessary to take a look at what other people
are doing and take part in their creative
processes,” he said. “I enjoy seeing what
their creative goals are and helping them
achieve them. The editing and evaluation
process also feeds oxygen into the writing brain and this is especially good when
I am breaking between drafts of my own
project.”
As a member of WANL’s board of directors, I’ve spent long meetings with
staff and fellow board members trying to
figure out how to encourage more members to take advantage of the services
the organization offers, especially paid
opportunities. Paul seemed like a good
person to put this question to, given he’s
participated in the manuscript evaluation
program essentially since its inception.
He likened the rewards of doing manuscript evaluations to the necessity
for athletes to exercise regularly: routine workouts make for
strong, flexible writing
muscles.

TRUST THE PROCESS
invested. This is not the case with some“Going through the process of think- one else’s work. It’s much, much easier to
ing about someone else’s work from a see clearly and not to be invested in things
distance actually helps loosen up (in the that aren’t quite working.”
long term) preconceptions about your
Writers in isoown work,” he
lation get moldy.
told me. “It beRipe. Not in the
“RIPE. NOT IN THE
comes part of
green-to-yellow
your education GREEN-TO-YELLOW BANNANA WAY, banana way, but
as a writer. It’s
rather in the manBUT RATHER IN THE
much, much easner of unwashed
ier to see what’s
hockey gear. We
MANNER OF UNWASHED
holding another
and our work
HOCKEY GEAR.”
writer back than
need the refreshit is to see what’s
ing air that is
holding yourself
the eye of one or
back. A writer makes assumptions about more experienced writers. True, there is
their own plot and characters sometimes an accompanying ache that comes with
because they are too close to them. A the exposure of letting others scrutinize
writer gets invested in aspects of their our writing. There is also the very real
own work without really thinking if there prospect it will land us with a giant bag of
is a sufficiently compelling reason to be Cheezies.
Kelley Power is an award-winning author whose debut short story collection, Tombstories,
was published August 2021. Her work has appeared in Chillers from the Rock and Terror Nova
(which was an Amazon Canada #1 Best Seller in Horror Anthologies). Find out more about her
work at www.kelleypower.ca
Paul Butler is the author of several critically acclaimed novels. His work has appeared on the
judges’ lists for Canada Reads, the Relit Longlist. Butler has written for the Globe and Mail, the
Beaver, Books in Canada, Atlantic Books Today, Canadian Geographic, and CBC.
Paul offers editing services and online writing workshops. He
can be reached online at: paulbutlernovelist.
wordpress.com
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“NO, YOU’RE NOT ALLOWED TO CLIMB
OUT ON THE ROOF!”

“

By Matthew Daniels

OR WHAT I LEARNED FROM MARGARET ATWOOD

I’m not good at dragons,” says
Margaret Atwood and this is my
favourite remark by the veteran
and poet during a conversation with
Michael Enright at the 2021 Winterset in
Summer event. Challenged to categorize
herself as a writer with questions about
her identity, her style, and her literary
form preferences. It impressed me as an
emerging writer to see that exploration
unfold. Her vast body of work includes
poems, essays, novels, and other forms;
the contents of those works are equally
varied. As she gushed about science
fiction and described swaths of the genre’s
history she commented that “[Dragons]
are very good,” adding that so far she just
hasn’t crafted a dragon story.
BE PLAYFUL
My second-favourite remark was about
not being allowed on the roof. She was
talking about seeing real, live humans
with the loosening of pandemic restrictions and wanting to flee by climbing on
the roof, the only place they could go.
This whimsy, along with a rich and wideranging selection of literary quotes, was
a bit of fun for book lovers. This was a
conversion that was satisfying for readers,
and had some wisps of wisdom for writers.
THE ICONOCLAST
As an emerging writer who has explored dragons at length, and appreciated
Atwood’s works, such remarks were encouraging. Often writers are torn between
the unique and the common experiences
such as imposter syndrome and relating
to the struggles of others. Atwood resists
any attempt at categorization of her entire
12
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career. Not only have critics and analysts
struggled to cleanly fit her and her writing into a box, but even as a person, she
resists being reduced to an index card.

the message was clearly that getting older
sounds scary when you’re young, but
when you’re there, it isn’t. It also spoke
to common insecurities writers fear
including being labelled and that one
should define their own age, their own
pace, their own way.

ANTI-FLOWER CHILD
Some of the discussion covered her
younger years during the sixties. When
asked if the hippies impacted
her poetry or her
approach to verse,
her response was
a comically succinct, “No.” She
was, she stated,
“too old to be a
hippy.” She went
on to explain
that she had
been working in
A screenshot from the Michael Enright and Margaret Atwood discussion at
market research
this
year’s
Winterset in Summer Literary Festival. You can watch the talk online
at the time of the
at Winterset’s YouTube page.
movement. Few
occupations are less hippy than that, she
DITCH THE LABELS
added. Her ultimate point was that while
My time spent with this pair of
there is something to be said for the
experienced book worms was quite
time in which a person lives, one doesn’t valuable. Essentially, I learned writers
necessarily fit a label simply because they must forget about labels, like the kind
were there when they were popular.
of stories they tell, accept the kind
THE ICON
Another topic Enright teased out of
Atwood was the effect of her advanced age
on her writing. “No, being in my eighties
isn’t scary,” she assured everyone. As
they reminisced about ages that were
good — like being forty — and ages that
were less so, such as their early twenties,

of writer they are, what their years of
experience should mean, or the kind
of accomplishments they’ve gained.
Essentially, one must be who they are,
do what gives them joy and be optimistic.
As Atwood advised during the talk,
“Why not have hope? What does it cost
you?”

Matthew Daniels is a fantasy and science fiction author, writing in St. John’s Newfoundland.
He has released one novel and a variety of short stories and lives with his partner under the loving care of three feline landlords.

TRIPPING THE BLACKLIGHT FANTASTIC

O

By Rob McDonald

! to inhabit those exquisite
vertiginous realms from which
lofty lexicons and novel notions
must, with solemn, inevitable purpose,
like the storied Vesuvian pumice that
rendered immortal those desperate
plebeian pleas, plunge!
Right?
PURPLE PROSE
My heart belongs to speculative
fiction, but my head to purple prose:
writing that draws attention to itself
through hyperbolic language, elaborate
sentence structure, and outlandish,
inappropriate metaphor. All that “dark
and stormy night” business. Purple prose
is a hammy Hamlet drunk with community
theatre power. A vanity license plate with
a physics equation. A Phish encore. A
Philly Taco, but deep fried and slathered
with Cool Whip. AND I ADORE IT. It’s
candy! Who doesn’t like candy? Why
gnaw on Hemingway hardtack when you
can suck an all-day Thackeray?
This amethyst affection dates to my
teens when, as if shoved by an occult
hand, I knocked a Clark Ashton Smith
anthology out of a grocery store half-price
rack. O! the phantasmagoric imagery!
The sumptuous vocabulary! I plummeted
into verdurous sesquipedalian jungles,
tripped over Greek and Latin roots thorny
with affixes, peeled every succulent,
pulpy, alien word. Eventually, I learned
to segregate comma-delimited clauses,
as M&Ms from scroggin, to parse the
macabre intent, and... Treasure! It was
like joining a secret society. The Literati!
The Cognoscenti! Grinning with
incongruously morose impishness, Smith
introduced me to his literary cabal--Poe,
Dunsany, Chambers, Shiel, Lovecraft...
I was reborn. Blast off, Asimov! Grok
you later, Heinlein!

DAZZLING ULTRAVIOLET
These lurid, uplit worlds ignited my
imagination, but solving the hedge-maze
language appealed to my intellectual
pride even more. I spent decades poorly
emulating Smith, frustrated that my
work was a cracked geode to his faceted
tourmaline. Why were readers turned
off? Didn’t they get it?
Oh, they got it, alright. They knew
what I had missed: Real purple prose isn’t
just any old ornate text. It’s much worse.
Showing off is endemic in humans.
Like asparagus pee. Smug, filigreed
writing was already so common in early
Western lit that the “purple” label
originates with the Roman poet Horace,
circa 15 BCE. And it’s not exclusive to
fiction. Things can get downright plum
in political think pieces, arts reviews,
personal essays (ahem), academic papers
-anywhere an author feels the need
to assert a precious, clever authority.

KINGS OF CRIMSON
What kicks prose into the ultraviolet
isn’t dazzle or opacity, it’s when that
razzmatazz serves the writer’s ego more
than it serves the work. Where my beloved
fantasists conceived uncanny worlds and
sculpted them with deliberate baroque
language, I made a collage out of my desk
reference library. They were the original
kings of crimson; I was just an imitative
deep purple hungry for applause. And it
showed.
Complex, dense text can paint
complex, dense ideas, vistas, moods,
moments, the meander of consciousness.
Flowery prose may be exactly what’s
needed to characterize a narrator or dress
the stage. Imagine a Baron Munchausen
story by Orwell. Boring! Mark Twain
rewriting Poe? Nevermore! But the

thing about candy: you can starve on
it. Extravagant prose is a sometimes
food. For a nutritious alternative, may I
recommend the Bradbury, or perhaps the
Atwood?
ARTFUL AMARANTHINE
Plain or fancy, writing worth reading
is authentic, purposeful, suited to the
task, and, most importantly, sincere. As
an alpha reader once schooled me: don’t
use words to impress or test us, use them
to move us.
My man Smith’s oeuvre is a matter of
taste, certainly. I find his poetic, sinuous
prose doesn’t yank me out of his stories,
it locks me in and swallows the key.
True, fantasy and “weird” fiction benefit
more from extravagance and brushes of
formal or antique language than does,
say, an espionage thriller. It’s no less a
master’s balancing act for it. A few more
contemporary spec-fic writers found
their own lavender equilibriums: Michael
Moorcock, Angela Carter, Gene Wolfe,
Tanith Lee, Jack Vance, Catherynne
M. Valente, Brian MacNaughton, Terry
Pratchett...
WORKING ON IT
While I am...
...working on it. My drafts still
accumulate brocaded passages the way
puppies eat socks, with similar results.
Because, despite knowing better,
writing purple is fun. Absurd, kitschy,
preternatural fun. Noncommercial,
artless fun. The most fun my backspace
key has all week.
Why couldn’t I have fallen for Stephen
King instead? Or editing?
O!

Rob McDonald is accidentally from away, but purposely home in Newfoundland & Labrador.
Here he makes stuff up, much of it in his writing. A degreed composer, amateur cinephile,
former corporate cube farmer, and eternal nerd, it’s best not to get him started, really.
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BALANCING:

THE WORK YOU LOVE, FAMILY, AND THE JOB THAT PAYS THE BILLS

T

For a good read,
check out
susanflanaganauthor

By Connie Boland

he pitch is accepted. Payment discussed. Deadline negotiated. The
adrenalin rush fades as I look for
time to do the actual work. Sometimes,
the thought of sitting down in front of my
laptop sours my stomach. Guilt tastes metallic. Like blood.
Balancing family, job, and freelance
isn’t easy. The dance is delicate. The
steps change. Some days I lead; more
often I follow. And yet I persist, dividing
the time between that which pays the bills
and the side gig I love. Caught between
the desire to create and the wants and
needs of family. Looking for the sweet
spot that suits everyone.
In my writing cave, it’s just me and my
story. I had two imaginary friends when
I was a child. One on each shoulder. As
real as snow in January. My characters are
like that.

Saturday Morning, Sept. 12, 2020

I sense hubby’s keen eyes, following
my descent into the basement. “I thought
we might go for a hunt,” he says.

First day of the Big Game season. Virgin
tags. Sweat dampens the tender skin under my ribcage. We return home 10 hours
later. Moose gutted. Opportunity lost.

Sunday Afternoon, Sept. 13, 2020

Fresh meat hung by the quarter. Yellow rope straining under the weight. We
scrape thick, coarse hair from gamey
muscle. Fall day. Happy hunter. My protagonist is lost in a cooler of cold beer.
One week later.
Voices drag me from my office. My feet
are slow to cross the kitchen floor.
“You’re not listening!” Our youngest
child raises manicured eyebrows over a
steaming plate of Jiggs. “It’s like you’re
not even here!”
Gut punch. I sit at the table, present
in body but not in mind, wrestling myself
back to reality.
Some writers make the magic happen
at dawn. Selecting adverbs and adjectives,
adjusting point of view in the early morning light. Others bring forth hundreds,
maybe thousands of words in the evening.

It took a couple months to figure out what
works for us, and it’s still not a perfect
blend. I get hangry. Forget to hydrate. Ignore my aching bladder.
I also:
• Take mini stretch breaks.
• Turn off social media.
• Live by a Rule of 45 Minutes.
Closing the file when the words
aren’t flowing.
• Talk to my family about the writing process.
• Don’t take my laptop camping.
Writing in the tent/car/trailer
isn’t my thing.
• Leave my phone upstairs.
I think it’s working...
Connie Boland is an award-winning freelance journalist and creative writer in Corner
Brook. She enjoys moose hunting, Jiggs Dinner, and cold beer.
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20 QUESTIONS: WITH MARIN
CHILDREN’S BOOK CREATOR MARIN INTERVIEWS MARIN

W

By Marin Darmonkow

hy interview yourself?
Three reasons. COVID-19
being the first – it is not easy
to meet a journalist like before. Secondly,
journalists are mostly interested in talking to celebrities and I am a rather boring
person. Thirdly, my mind is a free traveler
– not always available to be interviewed.
Why do you think you are a “boring” individual?
Not only boring but useless for the
world economy: I do not drive, I do not
eat fast food, I do not have a mobile
phone…
Anything else you would like to add
to your self-portrait as a dull human
being?
I have never been to my family doctor’s
clinic. The ironic thing is that my two
children are studying medicine.
Now let’s flip the coin. What is your
exciting side?
Apart from being creative – I am very
generous. And I possess a weird sense of
humour.
What about your dreams? Do you
have dreams?
I create dreams I can never achieve. If
dreams are attainable, we would be calling
them goals. Tomorrow is where dreams
and excitement belong.
I disagree. Excitement is now. Just
imagine a dog that suddenly sees a fire
hydrant…
I am sure the fire hydrant will be pissed
off.
Is there any question you have difficulty finding an answer for?
Yeah. Do turkeys have goose bumps?
How do you come up with your stories? Some of them are quite unusual.
As I mentioned in the beginning, my
mind loves to travel. Sometimes we meet.
My mind shares with me stories and I
write them down. And something special
- Marin “marinates” his books.
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Why do your illustrations differ
from each other? It seems every book
has a new visual style.
True. I believe it is a professional
dishonor if an artist develops a style and
stops there – no matter how likeable and
financially rewarding
the
style. Creative
people must
constantly explore. In addition, my stories
“tell” me how
they want to
be illustrated.
When ideas,
words, images,
and layout happily marry, the
book becomes
a
cohesive
piece of art.
When did you write your first story?
How did you start?
Honestly, I never thought I would be
creating children’s books. My first book
was a celebration of my son’s name – Alexander. He went away to study biomedicine, my parental obligations were not
needed, therefore I had the time. It came
to my mind that his name could be divided
into two – ALEX AND ER. I had no idea
about a theme, sequence of events, or
characters. After I finished writing, I did
the illustrations. Then I created the font.
I completed the layout. When I finished,
I realized that I was hooked.
How many books have you created
so far?
Oh, I have created many, but only
twelve are published.
You are a self-published author but

you named your publishing company
FONTREAL. Does the name have any
meaning?
Yes, it does. Fonts are used to write
down any text. And Montreal is well
known as a Canadian city. I combined
these concepts to
create a name that
is short, memorable, related to
books, and Canadian.
Do you sell
your books online?
My books are
available on many
platforms: Amazon, Google Play,
Kobo, Barnes and
Noble, ACX, Audible, iBooks, and
more.
What about book reviews? Do people like your stories?
You can read some of them on one of
the most popular platforms for readers,
like Goodreads
Have you received any surprising
book reviews for your publications?
One of the reviewers – a British poet
– wrote that I am “the master of the unwritten line.” I am a minimalist and the
reviewer, being a poet, sensed it. I really
appreciate this comment.
What is your personal motto? Is
there any sentence that has stood out to
you as such?
Yes, my grandfather’s advice, which I
broke once and paid dearly. He told me
never to play leapfrog with unicorns.
We are finished. Thank you, Marin,
for your time.

Marin Darmonkow is a children’s picture book creator who is involved at every single stage of
the book-making process. To ensure his creations are truly one-of-a-kind, he writes the story,
illustrates the narrative, designs the cover, develops the layout, publishes the title, and promotes the book.

AUTHOR INTERVIEW: JANNI STYLES
ON “BOOK POWER,” TRAUMA, AND POETRY
Janni: No. It wasn’t official government
By Jordan J. Morrissey
status, just a matter of personal pride.
anadian poet and short-story
First Nations cultures always resonated
writer, Janni Styles, was born in
strongly with me; it is said my siblings
Ontario where she learned what
and I have full-blood great grandmothers
she refers to as “book power.”
on both sides, but those who knew are all
In Grade 1, she announced to her teachgone. My roots are all east coast, but I am
er, Mrs. Werry, “I want to make books
Ontario born and now live on Canada’s
when I grow up.” At 11, Janni’s family
west coast where I adore the sea and oft
moved near Vancouver, B.C. where she
moody weather.
still resides and fulfilled her promise to
Jordan: Does writing affect your outher first-grade teacher.
look?
Janni’s first two books, One More
Janni: I’d say I see many things others
Chance and Spiritshine, were written
don’t. Subtle nuances; a look passing beand published while suffering from the
Janni Styles
tween two people that they think would
depths of PTSD brought on by a physical
not be noticed, a slight facial movebond over many literary works. I think
assault.
ment, a shift in body language or tone. I
she would agree the internet “dummies
Janni’s work in progress, tentatively
think all writers are observant, reading
us down.” She had beautiful penmantitled The Greenest Pearl tells the story
between the lines is as natural for us as
ship and seeing cursive writing vanish is
of a woman who thought she had the
breathing.
another lament of mine.
perfect life until she discovered everyJordan: Favourite poem?
Jordan: Exciting area of writing?
thing is an illusion. Janni hopes her first
Janni: If I Can Stop One Heart from
Janni: The finish line. Before that, it’s
novel becomes “fully smartened up” by
Breaking by Emily Dickinson
lonely, exhausting and overwhelming.
the end of 2022.
Jordan: Have your illnesses influenced
Still, there’s nothing I like doing better
your writing?
than writing.
Jordan: Janni, do you trust memory?
Jordan: Are you present in your writing? Janni: It’s frustrating, some days bed
Janni: Yes and no. We’re all condiJanni: Sometimes, but much of the time, is it and I just don’t have the energy to
tioned by surroundings, people who
it is who I wish I could have been if I were achieve all I want. Writing is also an
form our history; the agendas of others
outlet that carries me through darker
a better person. I have no desire to write
can become not what we remember but
a memoir; it would mean reliving painful times too.
what they want us to remember. Some
Jordan: Favourite author?
chapters best left in the past.
memories are branded in our minds; no
Janni: So many… Margaret Laurence,
Jordan: Did career seep into or impede
agenda can erase them.
John Irving, too many to say, Toni Moryour writing?
Jordan: Other young writing and readrison’s stories are so vivid, the telling so
Janni: Both. My career both took time
ing memories?
away from actually writing so I could earn brilliant. She wrote right into the soul of
Janni: Being in first grade and seeing
my heart.
a steady income, but my jobs were also
how writing a very tiny story affected
Jordan: Favourite writing genre?
learning grounds unto themselves and
readers. The Bobbsey twins started my
Janni: Poetry and short stories.
exposed me to many elements of society
reading life.
Jordan: Any advice to hopeful writers?
and characters to write about.
Jordan: Parents’ influence?
Jordan: You gained First Nation status? Janni: Advice, hmm, just what I know
Janni: My parents were both very
from experience: write what moves you;
Did that change your style?
creative and my father’s life was cut so
that’s where the gold is.
short; it reminds me to use mine wisely.
My mother was a voracious reader, used
to devour romance magazines until, as
Jordan J Morrisey is an author, interviewer, and beta reader in Newfoundland. Currently edita teen, I told her they were trashy, not
ing a coming-of-age manuscript which she hopes to complete by the summer of 2022, Jordan is
literature at all. Her reading did not
still inspired by her writing prof who marked one of her assignments with, “writes like Hemingdecrease, but changed; we went on to
way.”
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SURPRISED BY JOY
POEMS IN THE TIME OF COVID

The Nov. 7 family book launch.

O

By Lillian Bouzane

ur country had been quarantined
for more than a month. To ease
the monotony of having to stay
so close to home, I suggested to our extended family that we compose a book
of poems on the subject of COVID and
I promised I would publish the book on
Amazon. I knew nothing about publishing on Amazon but I imagined it couldn’t
be that hard – I knew how to read.
A FAMILY AFFAIR
Now there is only one certified poet in
our extended family but I assured my sister, nieces, nephews and their spouses, in
my first e-mail, that poetry was all rhythm
and that children were born saying poetry. I quoted the following lines as proof.
Ma ma ma ma ma ma ma MA
Da da da da da da da da DA
The majority of the family had children
and almost all had heard a baby babble.
They were hooked.
18
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The poems started to roll in. Each
morning I sent the family all the poems I received the day before. As one of
my nieces told me, “When I saw that xy
(naming one of her cousins) had sent in
a poem, I wasn’t going to be left out, so I
sent in a poem.”
By May 25th, the deadline I had given,
I had 75 poems from 52 authors.
THE REAL WORK BEGINS
As I said, I knew nothing about putting
our work on Amazon.
I Googled the word Amazon and found
that a manuscript, to be accepted by that
company, had to be designed in a particular way. I had a few books published and
knew how to design a manuscript. It took
me about a month to turn those 75 poems
- all received in e-mail - into an acceptable
book design.
I was now ready to upload the manuscript to Amazon but discovered that the
vocabulary in which the directions were
given was beyond me. I turned to the one

person I knew who published all his writing on Amazon - Scott Bartlett.
FALSE STARTS
Scott was too busy with his own work
to come to my house and put my book on
Amazon, but he did agree to meet with me
and talk about how it was done. More than
that, he gave me a set of notes. As well, he
gave me the address of a number of websites where I could find more information.
(You will find a list of those websites at
the end of this text).
I read everything Scott gave me and I
downloaded information from the sites.
But each time I was ready to publish the
book, I was sure this new technology
would eat the manuscript.
I decided I needed the help of a person
whose job it was to upload manuscripts to
Amazon.
I joined the Independent Publishers of
Newfoundland and Labrador. I thought I
might find such a person in that organization.

PUBLISHING STRUGGLE
I put a note on their website setting out
my problem. No technician answered my
call, but I got a number of contacts. One
person told me he had found someone in
the Philippines who had done the technical work for him. I thanked him, but I was
not prepared to give my manuscript over
to someone else. I wanted the person to
come to my house and do the job from my
computer. That way I would always have
control, including control of the money if
the book made any. Another contact was a
very fine graphic designer but he, too, had
never put a book on Amazon.

PRIDE AND JOY
Stymied, I checked out the websites
of various St. John’s publishers. I found a
person on one of the sites whose work title was Technical Specialist. I sent him an
email. He hadn’t put a book on Amazon
either, but he worked in the publishing
business and had brought manuscripts
to the point where they were ready to be
uploaded. But at that stage his publisher
sent the manuscript to an address in Toronto to finish the job.
This person was prepared to come to
my house and help me with the manuscript.
But it wasn’t all
stress and strain getting the manuscript
ready to publish.
I was delighted
to see how eagerly
the family set them“I TOLD NO ONE THE BOOK WAS
selves to the job of
writing poems and
AVAILABLE AND STARTED OVER.”
the closeness we felt
to one another as the
poems flowed into
our computers each
morning.
And on Nov. 7,
2020 the family
topped off the whole
Finally, one of my nephews volun- experience with a virtual book launch.
teered. He had studied computer design
for two years and although he had never PUBLISHING RESOURCES
put a book on Amazon he was game to www.kdp.amazon.com
try. And he succeeded. But what he didn’t
know, nor did I, was that the software Am- www.janefriedman.com/optimizing-booksazon uses didn’t accept numbered pages. amazon-keyword-search
I had naturally numbered the pages of the
www.amazon.ca/Write-Market-Delivermanuscript as well as the title of the poFaster-Smarter-ebook/dp/B01AX23B4Q
ems in the Contents. Two days later when
the book showed up on Amazon the num- www.kboards.com/forums/writers-cafe.60/
bers were jumping all over the pages.
I told no one the book was available
and started over.

Lillian Bouzane is a novelist, short story writer, poet, and essayist. Since COVID-19 she has published
three books on Amazon.
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PROGRESSIVE WORDS
SHOULD BE SUPPORTED WITH ACTION

“

By Santiago Guzmán

Your English is very good” are
five words that I have heard several
times since I moved to Newfoundland and Labrador.
At first, I was flattered because I
thought it was a good indication of my
capability as a performer doing so in
their second language (Spanish being my
mother tongue.)
THE TASK AT HAND
Some years back, I attended an open
audition where classmates and colleagues
were tasked to perform scenes that were
handed to us at that moment. A “cold
reading” as we call it in the acting world.
No prep, no time to digest, just diving
right into the scene. Like every person in
the room, I was nervous but excited to be
seen by the creative team of the theatre
company I was auditioning for. When my
turn came, I was given a scene where I had
to play a character with a thick Newfoundland and Labrador accent. I knew that I
could not do the character’s accent, so I
focused on the task at hand: acting.
‘LITTLE MEXICAN BOY’
After the end of my scene, the casting
person was utterly surprised by my performance and said, with a grin on their
face, “I thought your little Mexican boy
would come out,” or something like that.
A burst of laughter drowned the audition room, led by the casting person, of
course. And I, right there, felt like I had
no other choice than to join with an uncomfortable giggle.
At the time I knew that comment was
wrong; I felt it deep in my core. It made
me feel uncomfortable, hurt, confused,
but I didn’t have the words to describe
what that moment had been.
20
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Santiago Guzmán

Racism.

That comment was thrown at me as
a compliment, whilst condescendingly
commenting on my race; as though my
performance as a “Mexican boy” would
have been less worthy of what was written
on the page. That, my friends, was a racist
remark.
Now, I not only know what racism and
white privilege look like, but I also know
what it feels like to be a target of discrimination.
It has been almost four years since
the incident in the audition room and my
vocabulary has expanded tremendously.
When someone says to me “Your English
is very good,” it doesn’t feel like a com-

pliment anymore, since I understand the
inherent implication that a brown person
like me can’t speak fluent English, and
that is a lie. A microaggression, if you will.
HEARING, BUT NOT LISTENING
I have been talking about inequities in
the local arts community since I started
noticing that some people were more
privileged than others and that opportunities were not being fairly distributed.
My advocacy was heard, but not listened to. In return, I was constantly offered a lot of actionless sympathies.
Until recently, after the re-spark of the
Black Lives Matter movement in 2020
and its impact on social media, society

has become more receptive to having
open conversations about social justice,
oppression, and privilege.
CHANGING LANGUAGE,
SPACE FOR CHANGE
The language that used to make people feel uncomfortable and create tension
in a conversation is currently creating
space for change, though you would be
surprised how many still feel “attacked”
by using some words. But what is important to remember is that the problem lies

lieve accountability to be a vehicle to take
responsibility for actions, behaviours, or
words. I see this word as a potential ignition of growth and learning. Words like
‘accountability’ are not new, we are just
getting comfortable at putting them into
action.

SLOWLY, BUT SURELY
Today, organizations and institutions prioritize diversity, anti-racist, and
anti-oppressive approaches in the way we
work, challenging the inherent systems
that have harmed
communities in the
past. It is exciting
“WORDS LIKE
to see that there is
change ahead of us.
‘ACCOUNTABILITY’
Slowly, but surely.
ARE NOT NEW, WE ARE JUST
But let’s not forget that throwing
GETTING COMFORTABLE
progressive words
AT PUTTING THEM
without knowledge
is like sending
INTO ACTION.”
good wishes when
something could
be supported with
in a system that is rooted in harming some an actionable item.
for the benefit of other people’s success,
even without thinking about it.
ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE
There is some danger in using words
I am thrilled to hear that from this fall
randomly, without fully knowing what onwards, WANL will provide free memthey mean and implicate.
bership to Black, Indigenous, and writers
of colour for the next five years - an excitAccountability.
ing step towards the diversification of the
membership. This, to further the develI have heard and seen folks use the opment of the makeup of diverse Newword ‘accountability,’ as though it is a foundland and Labrador literature.
greeting, but what does it actually mean?
After these five years are up, I hope
What does it look like? How do you go that this initiative will be continued by fuabout taking accountable actions? I be- ture boards.

LEARN TO WRITE
COMPELLING
FICTION FROM
THE COMFORT
OF YOUR OWN
HOME.
SEASONAL
10-WEEK
CLASSES OVER
ZOOM WITH
BESTSELLING
AUTHOR
MATTHEW
LEDREW.
LEARN GOOD
STRUCTURE, THE
MECHANICS OF
STORY, AND
HOW TO WRITE
MARKETABLE
FICTION.
$250 / course
write
MatthewLedrew@
EngenBooks.com

Santiago Guzmán (he/him) is a writer, performer, director, and dramaturge originally from Metepec,
Mexico, now based in St. John’s, Newfoundland, and Labrador. He is the Artistic Director of TODOS
Productions, the Artistic Associate for Playwrights Atlantic Resource Centre, and General Manager for
Neighbourhood Dance Works. Santiago is a proud member of The Quilted Collective, who recently published through Breakwater Books their anthology of stories titled “Us, Now”.
As an immigrant, queer, and artist of colour, Santiago believes that representation matters.
www.sguzman.ca
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Erosion
by E.J. Pratt

It took the sea a thousand years,
A thousand years to trace
The granite features of this cliff
In crag and scarp and base.
It took the sea an hour one night,
An hour of storm to trace
The sculpture of these granite seams
Upon a woman’s face.
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THE COMPLEX CONSOLATION OF
SEA POETRY

I

By Karin Murray-Bergquist

n one short, raw poem, Pratt sums up
the relationship between Newfoundland’s land and seascapes. Contrasting geological and human timescales, the
poet creates a precarious image of a world
balanced on the brink of the sea.
Watching Hurricane Larry approach,
it feels like an apt piece of verse even now.
There is something about sea poetry that
makes it particularly suited to troubled
times, a reflection of an environment that
can be turbulent, vicious, deadly, and
yet, tantalizing and beautiful. Sea poetry
combines a love of the sea with the fear of
it, easing anxieties about our own human
problems with a glimpse of the sublime.
Somehow, dark times are easier to face in
the company of poetry about the sea.
CREST THE WAVE
Part of the reason for this might be the
sheer variety. There’s a sliding scale of
sea poetry, ranging from the playful (“The
Sailor’s Consolation” by Charles Dibdin) to the despondent (“Dover Beach”
by Matthew Arnold). Imagining a life at
sea could also take on many forms, and
many degrees of realism. Samuel Taylor
Coleridge captured the dream-like, using elements of fantasy, while some of
John Masefield’s poems dealt with the
sea as a realm of trade. Unlike Pratt, not
all of the poets belonged to communities
dependent on the sea, but many of them
nonetheless capture the uneasy duality of
a world composed of wonder and danger.
During the COVID-19 pandemic,
sea poetry has offered an outward look.
Whatever else the sea may be, it isn’t limiting (social life on board a ship is a different matter). Even if it is only the landdweller’s imagination that leads them

across the waves, that is at least a change
of scenery, which has been much needed.
It can be gazing out to an empty horizon,
or watching from the deck of a ship, as the
land approaches. The sea may be an unpredictable environment with perils of its
own, but its vastness and beauty allow for
a sense of escape.
DEEP BLUE SEA
Still, much sea poetry is far from
comfort reading (along with “Erosion,”
examples include “The Wreck of the Hesperus” by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow,
“Christmas at Sea” by Robert Louis Stevenson, and “The Seafarer” an anonymous Anglo-Saxon poem). In a strange
way, this is preferable. In times of crisis,
sometimes what is most needed is the
sense of sharing that crisis with someone, ideally, someone who is not real,
and therefore one about whom we need
not worry overly. Sea poetry often features themes of separation, whether it is a
sailor’s wife pacing the strand, or a young
deckhand wondering why he ever left
his family ashore. There is a poignancy
and loneliness to many of them that does
not cure isolation, but at least shows that
someone understands it.
In a striking contrast, sea shanties
have offered people a sense of connection. The resurgence of sea shanties in
the winter of 2021 was part of a long tradition that saw people uniting under certain similar themes, including the hardship of working conditions, longing for
an easier life, and missing those they had
left ashore. While they touched on some
of the same ideas as sea poetry, there was

one crucial difference: they were meant
to bring people together. Many shanties
were working songs, with a strong, steady
rhythm, meant to signal the hauling of a
rope or the weighing of an anchor, tasks
that were reliant on keeping many hands
synchronised.
SMOOTH SAILING
Sea shanties, like sea poetry, touch on
the hardships of life at sea. If sea poetry
offers a balm for the sense of isolation and
longing, sea shanties now and throughout
history can provide an outlet for more collective concerns, such as job dissatisfaction and the tyrannies exercised by those
in power. Yet in both genres, there is a
precariousness, a constant awareness
of danger due to the element in which
the work took place. Again, the world of
the sea implied the potential for tragedy,
both for those at sea, and those ashore. In
shanties, consolation could be found in
one another’s company, in a shared hardship, and in the act of creating something
together.
A DROP IN THE OCEAN
Sea poetry and sea shanties offer a
complex combination of fear and consolation, and give expression to anxieties during times of uncertainty and crisis. The
realities voiced in “Erosion” and the fantastical world of “The Rime of the Ancient
Mariner” show the range of expression
possible in this genre. Even a sea that destroys is also a sea that shapes the world;
even a sea that creates monsters is also a
sea that holds marvels.

Karin Murray-Bergquist is a student at Memorial University of Newfoundland, as well as a writer, artist,
and actor, and one half of the Practical Fantasists writing team.
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EYES IN THE SPINE
OR: ON READING

B

By Anthony Brenton

e voracious and sludge through the
bookstacks. Become a phantom, a
bust in a dark corner, a presence
so minimal and singular that you fade,
camouflaged amongst the decimal system. Your hermit odour masked by the
dry-rotting pages and dust of the archive,
worn by many sets of probing fingers.
THE IMMENSITY
Grey, woolen rugs deadening your
step, amid the thud of the rubber stamp.
Slow scraping stools for topshelf reference, with bones creaking in hunchback
unlocking. Dissipate amongst the immense weight of artistic remains, mummies dry and ornate. The skeletons of varied and terrifying dinosaurs. Bejeweled
by inkin feathers and knotted pages.
It is among these tomes where the
word-artist realizes that one must understand what they truly despise before cobbling together an individual voice. There
is an immensity of work to untangle. So
one must be very careful about which
string to put the knife to, and how to
choose the proper perfection along with
the proper failure. A terrible piece may
teach you more than a wonderful and masterful book.
HEART
Thus, dissect romance, vivisect poetry, perform science autopsy, dictate
biography, breathe autobiography, blow
a dustcake onto the western pages, murder fiction, strike the stageplay, and collect the festoons of trimmed twine
pulled from the edged carpet and
throw rugs of the
behemoth library.
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Using this scavenged makeshift, quilt
the chosen pages of text-fabric in a tranquil, suffocating, claustrophobic blanket.
On the floor beneath the unconsciousness of the clacking needle lexicon, pile
rejected rags into a cast iron cauldron.
It shan’t take long filling it, as literature
is, by its very nature, cumulative. Heat it
into a brewing pot of gibberish. When the
bubbles pop and splatter, sort the foaming spit and spoon the creamy scum to the
forefront, frothed up in vast combinations
of symbols and ideas.
TWICE, DAILY
That which you loathe, wash away from
the creative glands by soap bubbles, down
the chuckling drain.
The choice cuts boiled into that pasty
stew, coagulates into a leather skin. Skim
off the top with a sharp edge and spread
it thinly on parchment paper to dry in the
sunlight. Leave this for many days (occasionally it takes weeks, depending on the
consistency of the literature). Once dry,
employ a razor to scrape, then mortar and
pestle to create a fine dust.
The medication regimen is simple; by
emptying medicinal capsules, twisting
them apart and rolling out the Rx, refill
them with the language alchemy, using a
cone fastened from a scrap of newspaper.
Begin taking it twice daily; at daybreak

and after supper. This may be mixed with
alcohol or marijuana to heighten the effects.
HOLY RELICS
Word processors, at this point, must
be idolized as reality adjusts to the mind
bending word-pharmaceuticals. Pen or
machine, treat these objects as holy relics.
On display, yet untouchable as a precious
artwork. Venerable. Saintly. Behind red
velvet ropes and serious security. Fall in
love with the contraption from afar. Study
it by meditating. Before its grace, fast the
body, gorge the mind. Study its catatonic
habits, its permanence, its potential by
endless combinations.
SYMBIOSIS
Once the soft, malleable, human body
and the rigid alphabet mechanism become symbiotic over the course of several psychiatric breakdowns, sit at a clean
desk, feed ribbon and ink to that typing
machine which rides the dainty neuroscientific hemisphere, and upset the neatly
stacked ream of paper with a singular
manic dedication to write.

Anthony Brenton resides in C.B.S. Newfoundland and Labrador with his wife, kids and cats. A succession of poetry, fiction, and articles offering surrealistic, hard-edged, and dark humor runs through his
disheveled office.
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WRITING IN THE GARDEN
THE FULL HISTORY OF OUR GARDEN’S FLOWERS IN 2021

O

By Melissa Wong

n a sunny Saturday I held two
wooden beams together so that
my mother and sister could drill
screws into the old wood. We created
a box that would become a raised bed
garden. We had grown the shoots of
vegetables, flowers, and fruits in pots
before planting the strong ones in the
garden’s bed. I carefully documented
everything because I wanted to write
about it later. At a young age, I realized
that if I could write for a living, then I
would always be happy. Even if I didn’t
know if I would be writing a poem, story,
or blog post. I only knew that I wanted to
write — something.
THE ANTS CAME MARCHING IN
I saw tiny bite marks in my latest
photograph. To my surprise, the ants had
built an anthill near the garden bed.
We had accounted for the cold with
a white row covering and positioning
the bed in the best sunlight, but the ants
caught our poor plants by surprise. The
sunflower was not doing well, so we repotted and put it back on the deck. A few
weeks later, I noted that the sunflower
had grown strong and had two new leaves.
So far, the neighbourhood cat hasn’t
visited the garden or dug up the plants.
Kitty kept her distance from the small
solar-powered light which was in the garden. That cat was always nearby though!
Using my phone’s camera, I had taken
a photograph of that cat.
COUNTERATTACK
Our family made a new battle strategy
the next weekend. We began mixing a
drop of hand soap into the water that
we fed our plants. We planted no more
than what we needed. The plants that we
are nurturing include flowers, squash,
25
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tomatoes, watermelon, onions, peppers, named it Basil Rathbone.
I named the plants outside Sally
and potatoes. Some plants are still potted
Squash,
Tommy Tomato, Wendy Waand others are in the raised bed.
After the soap method was used, the termelon, and I named the potatoes the
ants were not as willing to eat our vege- Quintuplets. I have not named the dill or
tables and the other critters were not will- any of the others because I don’t know if
ing to climb through the wire that we put they will live yet, and I don’t want to get
around the
garden box.
The creepy
“THE PLANTS DECIDE WHEN THEY
crawlies
backed off,
GROW AND WHEN THEY DIE. YOU HAVE
and I recorded our victory
in my notes.
TO MAKE SURE YOU ANTICIPATE WHAT
DEAD SOL- THEY NEED AND ONLY NAME THEM WHEN
DIERS AND
THE ONES
ASSURED THEY WILL LIVE.”
WHO CARRIED ON
I couldn’t
help but photograph every single flower and vegetable too attached.
during the growing season.
Every day I have seen them grow bit
Some plants bolted, producing flowers by bit until they showed the promise of
instead of food. The potatoes and sweet becoming flowers, vegetables, or fruit. I
onion did the best. The squash may or can speak to my plants, but I don’t know if
may not make it in time - I can only hope they will ever know how grateful I am that
its flowers will bloom soon. When I see they survived, and our labour of love has
the delicate sprouts in the black soil, I meant food for the family.
want to yell, “Hurry up! You are growing
I have digital albums full of
in Newfoundland, and we have limited photographs, which I collected at the start
time!”
of the season… maybe I’ll write something
That is not how it goes when you are about them one day.
growing a garden. The plants decide when
Maybe that day was today.
they grow and when they die. You have to
make sure you anticipate what they need
and only name them when assured they
will live.
NAMING THE YOUNG PLANTS
I am growing a basil plant inside; I have
Melissa Wong is a librarian, copy editor, freelance journalist, published author, and WANL
writer who loves to create stories. Melissa earned a BA (Hons) from Memorial University, and a
journalism diploma from College of the North Atlantic. She is the recipient of the 2017 Atlantic
Journalism Award.
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SHOW ME THE MONEY
ALL ABOUT APPLYING FOR AN ARTSNL GRANT

P

By Carolyn R. Parsons

hil Riggs was completely unaware
that he could finance the illustrations for his children’s book with a
grant from ArtsNL, until a board member
from the Writers’ Alliance of Newfoundland and Labrador informed him this was
something an author might possibly be
able to get a grant for.
With this information he found a local
illustrator, Corey Majeau of Gander, and
asked if he was interested in illustrating
for him. Phil got an estimate of cost and
applied for the funds at ArtsNL.
To his astonishment, what started as
a somewhat daunting process was simplified with the assistance of ArtsNL staff
member Katrina Rice. Phil’s children’s
story with its environmental message that
spans generations – it’s a grandfather/
grandson tale – had the artistic merit the
ArtsNL mandate requires.
ASK AND YE SHALL RECEIVE
A few months after he applied, Phil was
told the application was successful and he
would receive the funds. He hired his illustrator and paid him from the funds. The
book, as yet unpublished, is now ready to
be sent to publishers to find a home.
“Writers should take advantage of
this,” Phil says. His advice to other writers: “Don’t be afraid to go high enough to
cover all the costs. If it’s not a children’s
book, there are different costs, be sure to
get what you need.”
Katrina Rice, the ArtsNL staff member
who helped Phil, helps artists navigate the
process of applying, and aids them as they
hone their application to give it the best
possibility of success.
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FIRST STEPS
The first step is to register on the
ArtsNL online system, and from that profile create your first application. Determining your category is very important
and for most writers that’s the Professional Project Grants Program. Katrina
emphasizes that they are very open to new
writers who are defined as someone with
three or less years of publishing history.
The years do not have to be consecutive
and can be concurrent. As part of the application, you will be required to submit
a CV that shows your publication history,
including any awards or nominations.
Publishing history includes Arts and
Letters etc., journals, and on occasion
a book, as long as the book is available.
Journalism is usually considered as part
of publication history, particularly if the
grant is for a nonfiction work. University
publishing is usually not accepted.
APPLICATION PROCESS
Katrina notes that it’s important to
remember the program is a competition
among all artists and that more people are
applying than there are funds available.
A key part of the process is to make
sure you have a solid application that appeals to the committee that makes the
decision as to who receives funding. To
that end, they require concise project descriptions that tell why you are applying
and strong supporting material. The entire application is then reviewed by an assessment committee of three professional
writers.
Supporting documentation must be provided. It
should all be in one PDF
(not multiple files) and no
more than 30 pages.

Simply put, this is an example of your
writing. It can be from previous work;
however, it’s better if it’s for the project
you’re applying for. The project can be
narrative, commercial fiction, genre fiction, literary fiction, poetry, short stories,
and some creative narrative nonfiction, as
well as young adult and children’s books.
The advice is to choose quality over quantity. Sampling is good. Too much may
dilute the impression of the project. Put
your best finished work in the supporting
documentation.
DO THE MATH
You will be required to complete a budget. This is also something you can get assistance with, and something many artists
find the most challenging. It’s important
to note that the only thing the grant will
not cover is capital costs, such as printing
copies. Living expenses, editorial costs,
research costs, travel, professional development, and illustrations may be covered.
Thinking carefully about what this portion of your project actually costs is very
important. Within the budget you may
also include time for writing and research,
some sort of workshops, and sometimes
even publicity costs if its purpose fits the
mandate.
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MANDATE IS A MUST
be the ones that are assessing it. Friends, UNPLANNED TRAVEL
When filling out an application, re- family, or professionals can answer the
The Professional Project Grants Promember the ArtsNL mandate is key. It questions “Is there anything missing? Is gram isn’t the only one available to writshould be the guiding force beyond the it clear?”
ers. While travel may be part of the apapplication. Applications are considered
plication for a profession grant, ArtsNL
based on artistic merit. For an application REQUEST FEEDBACK
also offers the Professional Artists’ Travel
to be approved, it must give a compelling
Then there is the dreaded thought of Fund. This isn’t usually for a planned
argument for the artistic merit of the proj- “What if you’re not successful?” That project, but rather for when something
ect. This may prove challenging because happens. If it does, call and ask for feed- unexpected arises. Writers may receive
you have to figure out the big questions of back. There may be some notes available. up to $1,000 for travel within the provwhy this project is important in an artistic Revise your application and apply again.
ince and $1,500 outside the
sense and communicate that
province. If you’re not sure if
to the author.
your travel is part of a project
Katrina advises that the
grant, or travel grant, contact
key things to consider as
ArtsNL and a staff member will
you fill out your application
be happy to answer your ques“YOU WANT TO GIVE PEER
are: “Why is it important to
tions.
you as an artist, and why is it
ASSESSORS A REASON TO
important to you right now?
ADDITIONAL
You want to give peer assesOPPORTUNITIES
ACCEPT YOUR GRANT AND
sors a good reason to accept
Another program that may
your grant and approve it.”
be
helpful for writers is the
APPROVE IT.”
It should be less a synopsis
School Touring program: It’s
of the book, more about
specific and some writers may
why YOU as a writer want to
qualify. The application prodo it. She advises between
cess is different and more inone and three pages even
formation is available on the
though the maximum is higher.
It might just be a particularly competitive ArtsNL website.
field that year. Also assessors change. ReOne last thing Katrina advises is, if
INSIDER TIP
member, it may just not be your year.
you’re a professional writer, put your
When asked what tip she would give
name forward to sit on a peer assessment
writers if she could only give one, Katrina BEST FOOT FORWARD
committee. This is a paid opportunity that
said: “Use editors in your application of
How much can you get? A new writer may offer insight into the process of dethe project description. Don’t let the first can apply for up to $6,000. An estab- ciding who gets grants. Participating in
people who are reading your application lished writer can apply for up to $16,000. this manner may help you prepare your
A writer can only receive one grant in the own future applications. It’s also an op12-month cycle.
portunity to give back to the writing comKatrina notes that of all the pieces of munity and earn a little money for yourthe applications you complete, “the bud- self as well.
get should make sense but support matePhil Riggs is happy he learned about
rial knocks it out of the park.”
this pool of money for writers and other
So put your best work forward.
artists and is pleased with how seamless
the process is.

Carolyn R. Parsons is a novelist who lives in Lewisporte, NL, and author of six published
books. Her seventh, a speculative fiction novel entitled Desolate, will be released by
Engen Books April 2022. In 2021, she was one of 125 authors, and the only one from
Newfoundland and Labrador, chosen to have their work included in a lunar time capsule on the Peregrine Lander Moon Mission, in a project called Writers on the Moon.
Launch is set to occur early 2022.
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APPROACHES TO
NEWFOUNDLAND

A

By Gary Evans

ny artist has to work with the materials at hand.
What materials are available to a contemporary
Newfoundland author?
Any answer must be individual to the artist themselves.
For myself, I live on the Burin Peninsula. In October
2019, I learned there were two ghost towns, Dantzic Cove
and Little Dantzic Cove within a 20-minute drive of my
hometown. I attempted a visit to the sites and the result
was my first short story. It was a failure, but it was a start.
LOCAL MATERIALS
What prompted this? I took some inspiration from the
stories of Robert Aickman after reading two articles about
him - one in The Baffler, one in The New Yorker - which
piqued my interest. Aickman wrote strange stories about
the rural or suburban England of his day, and it prompted
me to ask myself, “What use can I make of local materials?
What’s there to use?”
Well, in 1987 my hometown celebrated its tricentennial: ancient for a settlement in North America with a
population of over 4,000. After the cod moratorium, the
population almost immediately halved. That’s a dramatic
change for any community.
We live in close proximity to a foreign culture in the
form of the Saint Pierre and Miquelon archipelago.
There are numerous fossils from the Pre–Cambrian age
at the Fortune Head UNESCO site.
You’re probably expecting me to issue a call to action
with, “I wish someone would do this,” or “I wish someone
would do that,” but I have not been waiting for someone
else to step forward.
Instead I started my own company, Black Lamb Press.
REFLECT THE WORLD YOU’RE PART OF
I’ve written four books, and once they start selling
I’m looking to publish more. Isn’t that a gamble? you
might ask. Why even try to pursue creative writing as a
profession? Enter any bookstore and seeing shelves full
of books with dire titles like How to Care Less: Fuck the
World! or Highly Effective Habits of Totally Repulsive
People: Get that Money! and every one of them a bestseller
should be discouragement enough, but I can’t not go
ahead. I love literature and I want to create a literature that
reflects the world I’m a part of.
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CONTEMPORARY
LITERATURE
PARALLEL UNIVERSE
Now I confess, discovering what Newfoundland culture
is supposed to be can be a jarring experience for anyone
who lives here. It’s like entering into some bizarre parallel
universe. To use what I’m sure will be an awkward example,
I had never heard of Ron Hynes, or heard a single one of his
songs before he died, yet apparently he was a major figure in
this province. Well, I was only born here, raised here, and
lived here my whole life, and I never knew.
CULTURE AS CARICATURE
On the other hand, despite not caring even a little bit for
rap music, I was quite well aware, even to the point of fatigue,
of how beloved Lil Peep, XXXTentacion, Juice Wrld, and
Pop Smoke were before they died and that spontaneous
tributes were getting posted by almost every single young
person I know.
Even when it comes to supposedly simple things like our
speech habits, never once in my life have I heard anyone use
the expressions “Yes b’y,” “No b’y,” or “me old trout” (what
the hell?) genuinely.
Whenever I hear it, it’s like they’re doing an impression
of what we Newfies are supposed to sound like. OK, great,
that’s what I sound like to you? That’s what you’re saying?

“NOW, I CONFESS, DISCOVERING WHAT
NEWFOUNDLAND CULTURE
IS SUPPOSED TO BE
CAN BE A JARRING EXPERIENCE
FOR ANYONE WHO LIVES HERE.”

Gary Evans, Publisher at Black Lamb Press

Wonderful. Why no, I don’t feel condescended to or insulted at all (oh, I do). And how many minds would be
blown if it was discovered the most popular sport in outport Newfoundland is basketball?
MORE TO BE WRITTEN
I even wonder for all the public mourning over the loss
of our fishing industry, have we as a society come to accept how unattractive fishing is as a career prospect? Is it
a secret that the fishplant workforce tends to be 50+ and
they’re finding it a near impossible task to recruit young
workers, or that any young person capable of imagining a
future for themselves imagines it taking place somewhere
else?
There is material to work with telling stories about
contemporary Newfoundland and it would be good to see
more written.

Gary Evans is the publisher of Black Lamb Press, based in Grand Bank, Newfoundland and
Labrador. Visit https://blacklambpress.ca/ or follow @blacklambpress on Instagram.
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ADVICE FROM THE MASTER

I

By Michael Boyle

In May 1993 the future Nobel Poet
Laureate Seamus Heaney gave the
Pratt lecture at Memorial University
of Newfoundland and later in the cozy
confines of The Ship Inn he signed one of
his books with the inscription, “From
one South Derry man to another.”
Then, he explained to me that his sister Anne told him not to go back home
if he didn’t say hello to Mickey Boyle
way out in Newfoundland.
Like Heaney, I grew up on a small
farm in County Derry and a highlight of
our summer was when my brothers and
I walked our cattle four miles to Bellaghy fair. After the animals were sold,
my father along with Paddy Heaney
(Seamus’ father) had a bottle of stout in
Breslin’s Bar on Main Street.
I went to St Joseph’s Teacher
Training College in Belfast to major in
Physical Education.
However, I didn’t make the cut and
had to transfer to a three-year course.
English was now my major and for the
next three years I had Heaney as my
teacher. The first thing I observed was
Heaney’s enthusiasm and the love he had
for language. After my G.C.E. A levels, I
was convinced I was finished with poetry
forever. It seemed that poetry meant
taking notes from the blackboard and
parroting them back for exams.
MAKE THE SLIENCE SPEAK
In the first term I had teaching practice
in a West Belfast school and Heaney was
my observer. I jumped into my lesson with
‘great gusto’ without waiting for the class
to settle. Six students in the front row
were keyed into my entire art lesson, but
for the thirty other students it was like a
circus. Afterwards I expected some tough
words from Heaney. I don’t remember
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his exact words. But one sentence I do
remember.
“Mickey.” He said and then he paused.
“You must always make the silence
speak.”
This advice I have cherished from that
day on.

FOCUS ON THE SPOKEN WORD
The young Seamus Heaney that I knew
was willing to experiment with teaching
approaches to literature. I vividly
remember one Easter he introduced
us to Elizabethan drama as he directed
us in an “Everyman” passion play. We
performed it for all the students in the
College. Heaney tried “to do drama in the
round” and as well as using the stage he
had actors around the hall. There were no
props, costumes or music and the focus
was on the spoken word.
One outstanding skill that Heaney had
was the relaxed manner in which he could

both introduce and read his poems to
make them come alive. Listening to Eliot
and Yeats read their words you could
fall asleep. Back in my desk at college,
Heaney’s voice made poems hypnotic
as he was relating everyday experiences.
You only can really understand poetry if
it is well read. Heaney didn’t tell us how
to read but being the real teacher he
showed us by example.
Back at school students had endless
compositions on “How to Make a Fire”
or “How to Fix a Puncture,” but Heaney
emphasized creative writing over
compositions. He encouraged us to
write on mundane topics like a Sunday
evening when people want to use the
bathroom. At the same time a teenage
daughter is taking her time getting
make- up on for a dance that night.
I will never forget the day Heaney
brought a large red record player and
some L.P.s. He put on a vinyl record
and asked us to write expressively. At
first we were confused, but later we
loved this novel experience. In the poem
“The Play Way” Heaney describes the
reaction of a class of pupils in Belfast to
this exercise. Heaney used improvisation
to break the sterility of the classroom.
He experimented with drama, creativity,
sound poetry and the music of what
happens.
Finally, I have my poetry collection
about the same county Derry rural
landscape where Heaney grew up.
So many decades later and many miles
away I can now reflect on how as a ‘callow
youth’ I was once was truly in the presence
of the Master.

Michael Boyle is a native of Lavey County Derry, Ireland. His poems have appeared in “The
Antigonish Review,” “Dalhousie Review,”“Tinteain,””New Ulster Writing,” and the Irish
language magazine “An t-Ultach.”
Today Michael operates a historical walking tour in St John’s, NL. www.boyletours.com
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